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Motivation

    Internet-exposed devices are inherently vulnerable to attack.

ICS protocols...

• were designed to operate on closed networks and therefore provide 
no built-in security. (Authentication, Encryption, etc.)

• layered on Ethernet and TCP/IP and inevitably connected to public 
Internet to support remote monitoring and management.

 



Targeted Protocols

5 Services, most of the ICS devices runs on them.

• TCP/502 - Modbus (ICS)

• TCP/102 - S7 (ICS), ICCP (Power Grid), IEC 61850 (Power Grid)

• TCP/1911 - FOX (Building Management)

• TCP/47808 - BACnet (Building Management)

• TCP/20000 - DNP3 (Power Grid)



Security Landscape

• Modbus – operates in Master/Slave architecture and does not have 
any build security mechanisms.

• Siemens S7 - It is neither authenticated nor encrypted and thus, 
is susceptible to spoofing, session hijacking and DoS attacks.

• BACnet – Protocol provides security features, but operators don't 
implement them in practice.

• DNP 3 - No Security Features. E.g. A malformed frame can crash 
the device, drive it into infinite loop, rendering the entire device 
inoperable.





https://www.nsa.gov/Press-Room/News-Highlights/Article/Article/2997885/nsa-partners-with-doe-cisa-and-fbi-to-release-advisory-
on-apt-cyber-tools-targe/



1. Number of Active Devices (Feb'21 – Sep'22)



First Thought... (Russia vs Ukraine)



Second thought... (Autonomous Systems)

- Data from Nov'21 to Mar'22
- Expectation: Skewed graph, Reality: Not so..
- Label at the top shows the total number of ASes running the service.

Fig. Top 10 ASN device count for S7 service

%of total 
devices



Second thought... (Autonomous Systems)



Second thought... (Autonomous Systems)

What about the other services?

- Found the same behaviour for other services as well.

- What about the increase in AS count?

   - Yes, there are newcomers, but they don't contribute significantly towards 
the      overall increase.

Observation:

- Some of the existing ASes have higher device count than the existing and future 
counts.



2. Service Co-location?

502 - MODBUS
102 - S7
1911 - FOX
47808 - BACNET
20000 - DNP3



2. Service Co-location?

502 - MODBUS
102 - S7
1911 - FOX
47808 - BACNET
20000 - DNP3

S7 --> 502
FOX --> 47808
BACNET --> 1911, 502
DNP3 --> 502, 1911, 102



2. Service Co-location?

Devices running service 
"S7" don't have port <x-axis> 
open

Devices running service 
"S7" have port <x-axis> open



3. How many /24's actually?
Question: How many /24's host atmost <x> (max. 254) no. Of devices?
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Future work:

• Deeper analysis for the factors behind sudden peak and fall in total 
number of active devices.

• Identifying the parties (Censys, Shodan, government org., 
manufacturer org., Malicious org., etc.) scanning for such services.

• Detection of Honeypots, Botnets, etc.

• Understanding of organisation's deployment model, and notify the 
ones who disobey the standardised principles.
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